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             13th October, 2019 

 ZAHEER ABBASI 
 
 
It’s not appropriate 
Only a day before the prime minister’s departure for Beijing, the National Accountability 
Bureau (NAB) declared that it will no more probe tax evasion and bank default cases. The 
bureau’s declaration came after a clutch of business tycoons called on the prime minister and 
Army Chief General Bajwa to caution that the national economy is rapidly going down and 
that’s mainly because of the hyperactive NAB. Earlier, the NAB Chairman former Justice 
Javed Iqbal had met the terrified bureaucrats in a bid to ease their fears. The message being 
conveyed was that the NAB’s anti-corruption mechanism cannot be allowed to undermine the 
national economy and functional governance. Given the bureau’s depleting popularity the 
public has welcomed both these moves. Addressing the China Council for Promotion of 
International Trade in Beijing on Tuesday, he wished he could follow President Xi’s example 
by putting these corrupt people in Pakistan in jail. They are the “biggest impediments to 
investment”, he said, “but unfortunately we have very cumbersome process”. The Chairman 
NAB too wants the Saudi model for instant end to corruption in Pakistan. If the prime 
minister is serious about following President Xi’s precedent one is not sure, because while on 
visits there he was equally impressed by the quality of governance of Saudi Arabia, Malaysia 
and Turkey. 
 
As an informed person, Prime Minister Khan must be knowing that if China is now the 
world’s second biggest economy and a prosperous society it is not only because President Xi 
had put in jail some 400 ministerial-level corrupt officials. It took China almost four decades 
of friction-free politics, dedicated leadership, industrious people and one-party rule to be 
what it is today. Pakistan had none of it, in the past or even now. Agreed, Pakistan 
desperately needs foreign investment, but does it help when the prime minister tells the world 
that “when businesses started making profit, there was some sort of envy in our system, in 
bureaucracy and among politicians. They would pull them down”? If not his government who 
else is then pulling businesses’ leg as industry is coming to a halt and foreign investment is 
far short of the target? No wonder then the finger is pointed in the direction of the PTI 
government. 
 
Ideally, instead of the prime minister someone familiar with the nitty-gritty of foreign trade 
and investment should have spoken at this platform. Prime Minister Khan may be very good 
at speaking extempore, but it is better he speaks from the page. Here he did talk about many 
things, but what made the headlines was his comment about the “500 corrupt” he wants to see 
behind bars. If these 500 are too powerful to be taken to task by NAB and still call the shots 
then only a novice would come and invest in Pakistan. If strong political rivals are pitted 
against Imran Khan the others in similar position are no exception. They too have to deal 
with strong vocal political opposition. But that rivalry being domestic in nature it is not a 
subject of foreign visits – dirty linen is washed at home. But the record suggests that Prime 
Minister Imran Khan doesn’t think so. During an earlier visit to the United States, he used a 
public platform to lampoon his political opponents back home, and now he has blamed the 
“500 corrupt” for his inability to usher in a ‘Naya Pakistan’ even after 13 months. 


